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Abstract 

Traditional distributive justice developed by Aristoteles and his followers was built based on the 
assumption that object is physical thing that can be distributed evenly. The criteria of justice, 
then, is manifested in the form of equal distribution to those who share contribution for the 
society. This thinking, recent days, was criticized by ecofeminism thinkers. However, according 
to Karren J. Warren culture is thing that can be distributed by calculating quantitatively. This 
philosophical research is based on Warren’s transformative ecofeminism theory with 
interpretation and heuristic methods. It aims to reveal the local wisdom model of Beji society in 
accomplishing social, economic, cultural, and ecological conflict of interests. Beji people have 
intelligence in managing conflict of interests into fair distribution system. Each interest is 
accomodated and given freedom to develop as far as the expressions revealed do not cause 
extreme destructive activities. The place allocation and the forest functions are opened for 
human or other creatures to grow and develop optimally. Human intervention upon the existing 
life in the forest is minimized and can just be done to maximize the balance among social, 
economic, cultural and ecological lives. Men and women are given equal access, participation, 
control and benefit in managing and utilizing forest’s products. Sinergy is built by 
interdependency, care, love and respect principles toward all elements of life: either the Life 
Creator (God), the Life Maker (parents), the Life Giver (forest, land) and avoid all that cause 
catasthrophy in our lives. 
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A.  Introduction 

Distributive justice problems are a continous issue, fundamental and actual. It is 
a continuous because distributive justice theme has become prolonged debate among 
thinkers since Aristoteles era. This theme is still relevant to be discussed. Eventhough 
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many efforts are done to construct a scientific and philosophical foundation, there are 
always interesting weaknesses to be rediscussed. Most of the interpretation of 
distributive justice are still a general proposal or just circling without touching the real 
philosophical meaning (The Liang Gie, 1982:3). 

Distributive justice is a fundamental philosophical issue because it is related 
with appreciation and honour to the foundational humanity. Injustice right distribution 
to others is a violation to human right. All humans have the same dignity. 
Discrimination without strong rational argumentation can be considered humiliate the 
humanity of the respective people. According to Krabbe, all humans naturally have 
ability to differentiate between justice and injustice (Notohamidjojo, 1975:40) so that 
discriminative action will be violated. 

Distributive justice issue is actual in the sense that the relevance of that issue is 
still interesting to be discussed deeper until this time. The scope of distributive justice 
concepts are broadened together with the development of science and civilization. One 
of ecofeminism thinkers named Karen J. Warren broaden the moral subject that must be 
treated equally, not only in human relationship but also with the environment in broad 
meaning (animals, vegetations, and abiotic elements). The grandeur of human dignity is 
not only determined by how human behaves justically to his fellow but also with all 
elements in the universe. Ecological justice tries to recognize the value which is 
possessed by all creations in the universe (Nicholas Low, Brendan Gleeson, 2009:VII). 

Distributive justice model which has a high concern to the environmental 
sustainability and gender equality is actually not far to be found. It is already practiced 
by half of Indonesian people. Some regions in Indonesia, especially in Beji village, 
Ngawen sub-district, Gunung Kidul regency have already a local wisdom to develop 
distributive justice concept, despite it is not yet defined explicitly, detailed and 
systematically. Therefore, the vision, conception, and variation of distributive justice 
which are practiced by Beji society is interesting to be examined deeper using the 
framework of ecofeminism thinker, Karen J. Warren. 

B.  Method of Study 

The research entitled “Distributive Justice Model in Ecological and Gender 
Equality Insights (A Case Study on Local Wisdom of Beji Village Gunung Kidul 
Society in Wonosadi Forest Management)” is a collaboration between field research and 
library research. Library research is used to sharpen, construct the framework and to 
analyze the findings in field. The primary data sources from library are taken from the 
thought of Karen J. Warren, 2000, Ecofeminist Philosophy, A Western Perspective on 
What It Is and Why It Matters (Rowman & Little Field Publisher, Inc. Lanham, 
Boulder, New York, Oxford) and the past result studied in local wisdom related with the 
topic of research. Primary library data sources are complemented with secondary data 
source taken from books and journals about gender issue, Javanesse culture, philosophy 
of law and environment ethics. The collection of data field is using participative 
observation method which is done by live in activity from August 6 – September 26, 
2010 in Duren village completed with deeper interview with traditional prominent 
figures: Sudiyo, Moh. Kasno, Sularti (headman of village), Sutami (secretary of PKK). 
The focus of data finding in field is attempted to explore the point of view, attitude, 
behavior, value system and the philosophical view of Beji village society and the 
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interviewees about distributive justice model in relation with Wonosadi forest 
management. Philosophical methods used to analyze data findings in field are 
interpretation and heuristic. Interpretation method is done by interpreting the 
phenomenon which penetrated and spirited the point of view of Duren society in 
practicing distributive justice seen from the basic conception, that is related with human 
relation with his self, his fellow (human, animal, vegetation, abiotic) and with the 
Almighty. Heuristic method is used to find a new vision after doing interpretation of the 
point of view of Duren society (Bakker, 1990:94, 96). 

C.  Result of Study and Explanation 

1.  Karen J. Warren’s Distributive Justice Concept 

Karen J. Warren is an ecofeminism thinker who is born in United State of 
America in September 10, 1947. She received her BA in Philosophy in 1970 from the 
Minnesota University and her Ph.D in 1978. Her professor was received from 
Macalester College St. Paul. Her main concern is philosophical feminism, especially 
ecofeminism and environmental ethics. Besides scholar, Warren is also productive in 
writing and research. She is representing philosophical issues, social political issues, 
reconciliation, woman history, and critical thinking methods. 

Warren considers it is important to take into consideration the environmental 
aspects while implementing distributive justice. Traditional distributive justice concept 
developed by Aristoteles and his followers was not yet accommodated the consideration 
of potential dangers, the risk and the negative effects of environmental destruction. 
Women often should bear more burden because of environmental destruction as the 
consequence of labor division which is lack of gender sensitiveness. 

Warren makes an innovation, widening but also critical to distributive justice 
theory composed by Aristoteles. Aristoteles argued that in distributive justice someone 
should be treated equally for the equal thing, and treated unequally for the unequal 
thing. Injustice is happened when the equal thing is not treated equally, or vice versa. 
The measurement of distributive justice does not ground in equality principle but more 
on proportionality. According to Warren, the weakness of Aristotle’s distributive justice 
concept is that there is no further explanation about what would be distributed and in 
what basis that thing should be distributed equally or differently. An institution or 
someone treated equally or differently should have a fundamental rational 
argumentation. The shape and the object that will be distributed must be explained 
clearly. That will influence the distributive process. Objects like goods and services 
often have specific criterias, so that the distributive process cannot be automatically 
generalize. 

According to Warren, traditionally there are seven basic principles to practice 
distributive process fairly (Warren, 2000:176-177). Those seven principles are divided 
into two parts. The first two principles emphasize on equality principle (egalitarian) and 
the rest five principles stress on unequality (non-egaliterian). Two principles which are 
emphasizing on equality are related with basic equality and basic needs. In basic 
equality, all humans with their humanity have right to get equal treatment to live and for 
freedom. The right to live and get freedom should be practiced equally to all humans 
because it is part of human right. For basic need, every human has right to get living 
basic needs like adequate food, drink, clothes, and home as human. 
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Warren also introduce five principles of differentiation as fundamental of 
distributive justice. Different treatment in distributive justice is correct based on five 
principles: 1) Benefit principle, meaning every people gives different contribution or 
benefit for the community or the institution; therefore the right that are received is 
different one another based on each qualification, 2) compensation principle, meaning 
that the danger and risk from the work which is done by one people is different one 
another, so that the compensation is also not the same, 3) capability principle, meaning 
that each people has a different talent, skill, soul, and capability so it is natural if the 
payment that is received is varied, 4) utility principle, meaning that the work done by 
someone in contributing net income for the institution and the community after cost-
benefit analysis is different, so that it is fair if the appreciation for his prestation is 
varied, 5) Effort principle in the sense that to develop an effort, it needs cooperative 
network. Every cell or part of the network gives different contribution. The benefit and 
the cost are distributed differently based on the number of given duty (for example 
discount is given for the member of networking who is actively participated in the 
cooperation to develop an effort) (Warren, 2000: 176-177). 

Distributive justice, according to Warren, has limitations. In so far, distributive 
justice principles only focus on the division of goods/thing, either material thing (forest, 
money) or social nonmaterial thing (power, opportunity, honour); whereas not all 
material or nonmaterial thing can be distributed fairly and equally. According to 
Warren, there are six goods/things that cannot be distributed, that are 1) social decision 
making and institutional structure (example patriarchal as community structural 
characteristic); 2) definition of job and busy (example the conception that nurturing 
children is “women’s job”); 3) culture (example, cultural integrity and cultural identity); 
4)group and social condition (including group and economic situation); 5) special 
relation between friends or dependent relation between parents and children; 6) human 
nature and “other world” as interrelated creatures (Warren, 2000: 181-187). 

Warren argues that the scope of distributive justice principle should be 
broadened into a more inclusive social justice model which gives concern to the sixth 
undistributable goods. Conceptually, inclusive social justice has characteristics below: 

1. Inclusive social justice principle recognizes that justice is “situational”. Justice only 
can be understand through such situation and social structure so that the meaning is 
dynamic, integrative, and interactive. 

2. Inclusive social justice principle does not ground on the equality overview as the 
equality to stand exclusively. Equality based on the sameness is considered 
unadequate to resolve discrimination issues, domination, and dependency which 
becomes the core of feminist critic to social justice model. This is happened because 
the standard equality measurement often base from men criteria so that the 
injustification is still exist. Inclusive justice is more tolerant to diversity. 

3. Inclusive social justice principle wants to eliminate all dominations and institutional 
subordination. Oppresive conceptual framework and “isms domination” are morally 
unacceptable structure as a fundamental “to correct” authority and special right from 
“upper class” to “lower class”. The solution for unjustification (including 
environmental unjustification) needs more than just convincing that social 
distribution is equal, but also need systematical reduction for institutional structure 
which practice subordination and domination. 
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4. Inclusive social justice principle recognize the significant role of awareness to 
motivate and to prevent the sustainability of justice. Justice and awareness are 
equally significant moral values. Both are interconnecting and can walk hand in 
hand. Eventhough there are tension between those two values. 

5. Inclusive social justice principle is based on the view that human and nonhuman are 
authonomic creature as well as relational creature so that it is necessary to include 
the concern on social and ecological context (Warren, 2000:187-189). 

2.  The Profile of Physical and Social Environmental Condition of Beji Village 

Beji village is placed in Ngawen sub-district, Gunung Kidul regency, in the 
province of Daerah Istimewa Yogyakarta. Ngawen sub-district administratively is on 
hilly region with its boundaries: Semin sub-district in the west, Karangmojo sub-district 
in the south, Nglipar and Gedangsari sub-districts in the east, and Klaten regency, 
Central Java in the north. 

Administratively, Wonosadi forest is in the authority of Beji village. The 
villagers call Wonosadi forest as traditional forest to differentiate easily with private 
forest. Wonosadi forest is a multicultural forest because it has more than 107 species of 
trees; 8 species of orchids; 11 species of mammals, primates and reptiles; 22 species of 
birds (Ganasari, 2011:77-81). The research’s result of Yogyakarta Conservation Unit 
Office in November 19, 2008 in Wonosadi forest stated that there are 33 species of 
herbal which can be used by women during menstruation, pregnancy, maternity, and 
breast-feeding. Distributive justice is reflected from the society’s commitment to give 
opportunity for all creatures to use the products of Wonosadi forest. 

Wonosadi forest has functions as: 1) ground-water regulator; to prevent and 
minimize the dangerous flood, erosion, and to keep the soil’s fertility; 2) to create a 
healthy and comfortable climate; 3) to create natural beauty; 4) as medium to develop 
science, education, culture, and tourism; 5) as the source of livelihood for variety of 
villagers surrounding the forest; 6) as natural and animals protection (Profil Sumber 
Daya & Lingkungan Hutan Wonosadi, 2004; Sumintarsih, 2005:76). Sudiyo, a 
traditional leader in Beji village, adds the function of Wonosadi forest as the living 
museum and spiritual developing medium. 

The chief of Beji village for the period of 2006-2011 is a woman named Sularti. 
Quantively, the beurauecracy in village is still dominated by men. Beji village is divided 
into 14 countries and only one country who has a female’s chief, that is Beji’s chief 
(Mrs. Sukarni). There are several factors influenced why females are not interested to be 
involved in formal beaureucracy, both in the village and in the country as stated below: 

1. Most of their husbands are working in town so that the wives are choosing to focus 
on assisting their children at home. Active involvement in that arrangement will 
spend a lot of their time and reduce their attention to their family (children). Women 
are not dare and feeling guilty if they are too busy outside their household because 
they will lack of attention to the family. 

2. The activities or meetings schedule usually held at night so that the timing is 
concurrently with the activity to assist the children learning process. 

3. Their time is used to do household matters. 
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4. The timing allocation of the activity is not stable. Sometimes there is no activity, but 
there are many activities (such as for village competition) so that those spend lot of 
time. 

5. They do not feel confident when they speak in front of public or should lead an 
activity. 

6. They give chance to their husbands (men) to be more involved and show off in the 
activity outside home. 

The consideration in number 1, 2 and 3 show that the living orientation of the 
women in Beji village is to prioritize the welfare of the member of the family than to be 
obsessed in finding power. The women in Beji village are not really involved in formal 
arrangement. It is not because they are apathetic but it is part of existential choice to 
prioritize the family’s welfare. The consideration in number 5 is more caused by 
psychological obstruction within women. Point number 6 is based on the women 
nobleness to give opportunity and honour to men to develop more their socialities. 

The livelihood composition of the villagers can be grouped as the following: 
farming 1250 persons (29,46%), farm labor 1100 (25,93%), civil servant 37 people 
(0,87%), crafter 560 people (13,20%), seller 15 people (0,35%), carrier 6 people 
(0,14%), service provider 426 people (10,04%), breeder 848 people (19,19%) 
(Monography of Beji village, 2009). In daily most of productive men are working 
outside the village (Ngemboro). The rate of economic income of the villagers is 
included in lower category Rp722.000,00 per month (Ganasari, 2011:1). Their side job 
to fill the spare time and increase the income is producing caping, besek, and tenggok; 
making snack like patelo, rengginan, kerupuk rambak, criping tela, which are the raw 
material easily got from the village’s natural products. 

The financial management of the family are managed using collective cash 
principle. In the family, there is no dichotomy of wealth based on gender (ora ana 
dhuwit lanang lan dhuwit wadon). Most of the financial manager of the family are 
women. The finance is allocated for the use and the welfare of the family’s member. 
The men who are working outside the village give their money to their wives after they 
came home from working. They will bring enough money given by their wives before 
working. The division of household matters are not firm. The society considers definite 
division of household matters and mathematical calculation of the household division as 
taboo (tumandhang gawe iku aja padha ijir lan pethung). Internal awareness in the 
family is closely established. The composition of Beji’s villagers based on religious 
background is 4.306 villagers (91,9%) are Islamic, 290 (6,2%) Hindus, 89 (1,9%) are 
Christian and Catholic (Beji’s Monography, 2009). There is a Pura (a place to pray for 
Hindu) in Bendo country which becomes the central of Hindu’s learning from all over 
DIY. The relation between religion and culture and in between different religion 
followers are held in harmony. There are double layer tolerance: the first layer is 
tolerance between different religious followers; the second is tolerance with the 
tradition which lived in the society. 

They use Javanesse language in most of their daily activities among villagers 
and the member of the family. Indonesian language is also used by some of the villagers 
especially the youth and young family. There are layers or hierarchies when using 
Javanesse language to communicate. In communication between husband and wife, 
most of the husbands use krama andap and the wives use krama inggil. In child-parent 
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communication, most of parents use Ngoko, while the children response in Krama 
inggil. Ngoko language is commonly used with peers, while krama language is used to 
communicate with older people or considered old. Javanesse language has a complex 
social stratification related with “unggah-ungguh” (tata krama) which is based on age, 
position, occupation and closeness. Javanesse people try to carve their harmony level 
using those stratification in their social life (Sukatmi Susantiana, 2012:43). Language as 
a tool of subordination to women according to Warren is rarely heard in the live of 
Duren country society. The husbands do not use the term “kanca wingking” (partner that 
only plays role in the kitchen) anymore when introducing to other people. They more 
often use the term “pertimbanganku” (the party where they can sight for consideration), 
“ibune bocah-bocah” (the mother of my children), “garwa” (abbreviation of 
“sigaraning nyawa” meaning soulmate). Wife is not merely viewed as other party 
which only have small role in family live, instead she has existential role for the 
existence of the family. The nature of family existence is determined by the children 
and the wife as the living vein. Without both of them, there is no family exist.  

In Beji village, there are organizations whose members are married women, 
named PKK, Arisan, Dasawisma, and recitation group. Their environmental concern 
activity is clean Friday community service. This activity is held on the Friday afternoon 
start from 03.00 p.m untul 05.00 p.m. The stage of community service activity begins 
with cleaning the yard of each house, then continued to the garden, the street in front of 
each house and the public area. Clean Friday is medium for socialization with neighbors 
besides to increase their awareness to health and environmental beauty. Elderly people 
is not necessarily involved in this program, instead the pertinent voluntarily want to 
involve in the activity. The nearest neighbor that has spare time usually help to clean the 
yard of the family which has solid activities on Friday.  

In Beji village there are social organizations which are be in duty to sustain, 
protect, and develop the potential of Wonosadi forest named “Ngudi Lestari” farming 
group and tourism concern group (Pokdarwis Wonosadi). Those two organizations are 
be in charge to: 1) maintain the security and the preservation of Wonosadi forest, 2)  
replant new vegetations governmentally in each season, 3) provide community 
awareness to preserve the forest, 4) manage meeting once a month among the forest 
guards to evaluate the duty, 5) supervise the water utilization for the needs of all 
communities, 6) involve actively in sadranan activity, 7) persuade the people who have 
area around the Wonosadi forest to do reboization and to plant hard wooden plants. The 
members of the organizaton's manager are consist of men and women. 

The cultural art organizations in the village are karawitan (1 group), ketoprak (2 
groups), rinding gumbeng (1 group), reog (1 group), pedalangan (3 group), and 
sholawatan (12 groups) (Manography of Beji village, 2009). Women involvement in 
karawitan art are as wiyogo (gamelan drummer) and sinden (singer). Most of the 
members of Karawitan group are also the members of Ketoprak. In ketoprak women 
develop develop their vocal art, music art, dancing art, and performance art. The 
traditional art of Beji village is Rinding-Gumbeng. Rinding-gumbeng is traditional 
music instrument made from bamboo which is believed as the work of their ancestor  
who reforesting Wonosadi forest, Price Onggoloco. 

Traditional ceremonies which still continue are Sadranan for Wonosadi forest 
and clean village (merti desa). Sadranan in literal meaning is kiriman, a form of offering 
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from the villagers for their former neighbors and ancestors who have big contributions 
to the community. Sadranan Wonosadi forest is held annualy, usually after the harvest 
time, between June and July (Dulkaidah in Javanesse calendar) in Kamis Legi as the 
momentum of Prince Onggoloco's birth or in Senin Legi as the momentum of the moksa 
(dead but no body is found) of Prince Onggoloco. Clean village activity (merti desa) is 
usually held on June, in Senin Legi, approximately two weeks before sadranan. The 
word “merti” comes from perti meaned beautify or conserve (Ganasari, 2011: 100). 
Merti Desa is a reflection of the attitude of Beji villagers who always try to beautify and 
conserve the environment. That momentum encourages collective movement from Beji 
villagers to practice environmental concern at least once a year. 

Some mitology which still believe by Beji villagers are the mitology of the 
origin of Wonosadi forest; the mitology of the collapse of house, community health 
center, school, and pinfold buildings abruptly because those buildings use the woods 
taking from Wonosadi forest; the mitology that a couple will be suffered if doing 
immoral deed in Wonosadi forest; the mitology of the rupture of all the truck's tires 
which hauls the wood products of Wonosadi forest; the mitology of the people trance 
because doing impolite thing in Wonosadi forest; the mitology of lumberjack who is 
falling and not heal after cutting down the wood in Wonosadi forest; the mitology of  
BRIMOP's member who haphazardly kill the animal while fishing in one of the springs; 
the mitology of the sightings of spirits of “forest guards”. Mitology becomes  a 
psychological mechanism instrument to motivate the society to honor and wonder to 
Wonosadi forest. 

3.  The Reflection of Distributive Justive Model Developed by Beji Villagers 

Ecofeminism is a movement and a theory of thought which not merely 
struggling for woman right issues, but more than that, is a new approach in ethic which 
focus on moral concept to develop honor, symphathetic, concern, apprehension, 
compassion, fellowship, and responsibilty to human and nature (Charlene Spretnak, 
2003:232). Ecofeminism movements are marked by the denial for destructive actions to 
environment, the increase of human and nature concern, the  ownership for the next 
generation and the resistance for patriarchal culture which full of violation to women 
and nature. Ecofeminism offers a new perspective to the reality holistically, 
interdependency in more equal relationship (Widiantoro, 1990:33-34). Ecofeminism 
perspective is already grown in the live of Beji community. The community is 
understanding the distributive justice concept in larger and holistic  frame of mind. 
Distributive justice is related with the community's perspective about the condition 
which gives them happiness while they socialize. The villagers are happy when their 
needs to develop humanity comprehensively get fair place and recognition. The 
villagers have common goods for living materially or non-materially; spiritually and 
physically; the need as social and individual creature; economic, social and cultural 
needs. They feel happy when each element of living needs have place to develop in 
balance. The application of distributive justice principle needs to consider the values 
needed, values to develop, values to desire and values that upheld by Beji villagers. 

The measurement of welfare desired by the villagers is not merely the 
fulfillment of physical material needs, but also the compliance of spiritual non-material 
needs. Beji villagers try to realize the optimal accomodation and development of all 
elements of live. This phenomenon can be seen in the ritual activity of sadranan of 
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Wonosadi forest. Sadranan ceremony tries to develop the relation between two 
dimensions of human basic needs, that are the needs to develop spiritual relation and 
social relation between villagers. Sadranan is functioned to strenghten social 
relationship among villagers and spiritual relationship with the Almighty. In sadranan 
ritual activity, each villager has equal position, place and treatment. Religious, 
economic, political, social cultural and ideological backgrounds are not questioned. 
Women and men have equal access and partcipation to build relation with their 
ancestors and their social environment. Women and men may have different role and 
function to succeed sadranan activity, but there is no hierarchical weighting where one 
is more significant, more contributed or more worthy. Using the Vandana Shiva's term, 
distributive justice developed by Beji villagers is based on equality in diversity, where 
men and women have different role but equally significant (Megawangi, 1999: 226). 

Beji villagers act wisely in distributing right, duty, and responsibility which is 
adjusted with the potential and capability of each villager. Each villager is given 
opportunity to get involved in sadranan activity. The villagers who have economic 
limitation, but have capability in cooking may take role to prepare the dishes.  Besides 
the villagers who have economic limitation, but have more spare time and potential may 
involve in the community service to prepare the facilities and infrastructures. Moral 
virtue is not measured from the quantity of material things which are donated, but more 
on the participation to actualize community welfare. Beji villagers develop distributif 
justice model by considering the contextual potential from each villager. 

The application of distributive justice is not intentionally to decrease or 
eliminate the thing which is already owned, however to add something which already 
exist. Ritual ceremony of sadranan is followed by all villagers from different religions. 
In sadranan activity, the villagers should not be throw off and abandon their personal 
faith identities. Practicing cultural ritual activity does not mean should leave the adopted 
religion. The villagers following sadranan do not contrapose between religion and 
culture. Religion does not dissolve in cultural ritual tradition. Cultural ritual tradition 
does not replace religious faith. There is no amalgamation between religion and cultural 
ritual. Religion and culture do not smelt, nor unite. Both are sinergically living side-by-
side. 

Individual belief is not disaapeared by culture in the society, otherwise the 
cultural heritage is not defeated by individual religious belief. Individual and universal 
identities do not mutually sacrifice one another (Dharmaputra, 1992:84-85). Sudiyo as a 
traditional leader of Wonosadi forest always lead the sadranan ceremony using 
traditional ritual, while still doing his Sholat five times daily. The development of 
religious life and cultural tradition conservation can be understood in the sense each of 
them is given time and space to develop without leaving their identity. 

Distributive justice is synthesized with the awareness to develop the potential of 
the villagers. Distributive justice model developed by Beji villagers is not stop after 
each party gets his/her right, but to develop the potential of the villagers further. The 
village apparatus distributes financial help for the needs of sadranan. They are not only 
delivering the fund based on the regulation, but also totally involved to succeed the 
activity from planning until realization. Distributive justice with cultural concern is not 
two distinctive and contradictory things, however both are interrelated and collaborated. 
Concern motivates the realization of community justice. In culture, justice is a proper 
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regulation and involved in promoting and encouraging all potentials to optimally grow 
and develop. All living potentials are consistently given place, managed, and developed. 

The concern to develop economic aspect, social aspect, cultural aspect and 
ecological aspect does not alwalys run pararelly. Forest use conflicts happen because of 
the tension to choose the alternative aspects. Beji villagers do not use forest use conflict 
resolution strategy “zero-sum principle” which practiced by New Order government. 
New Order government tends to resolve conflict of interest between two aspects by 
choosing one of the aspects, keying that aspect and keeping blind to the other aspect. 
The trend orientation of New Order government to use the forest is for economic growth 
without giving attention to the sustainability demand (Ismail, 2009: 3). Beji villagers 
resolve the conflicts without choosing “this or that”, however they choose “both this and 
that” (Darmaputra, 1992: 88). The forest utilization is not for economic or cultural or 
social or ecological interest; but both for economical, social, cultural and ecological 
interests. No aspect which stand by itself exclusively and suborinate the other. All 
aspects are embraced within a harmonic cooperation. 

The embracement of all aspects is done by putting the integral humanism vision 
as a part of cultural development agenda. Sudiyo stated that the motivation of the 
villagers replanting Wonosadi forest after destroy by Indonesian Communist Party in 
1965-1966 is not only to get the material interest, but more on the effort to develop 
ecologival, social and cultural aspects synergically and in balance as a realization of 
basic human needs. Cultural aspect is the foundational activity to replant Wonosadi 
forest, not the economic aspect. The villagers are worry and anxious when economic 
and political aspects become the foundational development of forestry wisdom. The 
negative experience in the past (1965-1966) which emphasizes economic and political 
aspects as the basis to develop Wonosadi forest evokes environmental destruction. The 
forest was denuded, the woods are sold, and the income was used to enlarge and prosper 
the Indonesian Communist Party. 

The negative impacts of destructive actions cause many catastrophes. Land slide 
and sandy rain befall the Duren and Sidorejo villagers. The harvest from farming is 
decreased from 3 times annually becomes twice annually. The quality is worst because 
the lack of water. Women quantitatively and qualitatively should take the burden 
heavier than men as the result of Wonosadi forest destruction. Forest destruction results 
in the dryness of the springs inside or around the forest so that women should walking 
more further to take water. Reflecting from the negative experience in the past, Beji 
villagers take the existential choice to develop feminism culture which give high 
concern to the living values (Erich Fromm addressed feminism energy as biophilia). 
Biophilia is psychological energy which leads to the attitude to maintain, love and grow 
existence (Fromm, 1973: 23). Beji villagers view the value of the forest are not based on 
the cash value when it is cutting down, die and the woods are paid in cash; however the 
value is when those woods are alive and capable to support all aspects of life. 

Beji villagers view the value of Wonosadi forest from its capability to generate 
economical, cultural, social and ecological supports. The existence of the forest can  
save water reservation so it can support agricultural, livestock, and economical sectors 
of Beji households. Fresh air from Wonosadi forest can increase the quality of health of 
the villagers so it can support the enthusiasm to work. The existence of the forest with 
its all historical mitology gives a living space for the development of cultural art 
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expression and social relation among villagers. The existence of the forest gives chance 
for variety of vegetations and animals to grow and breed. 

In distributive justice, thing or something distributed should increase the quality 
of life. When that thing or something distributed is ended in death, the interest  obtained 
should be substracted for realiving program to change the vanish living. Distributive 
justice practice has already become a moral awareness for Beji villagers. Consuming 
activities always follow by regenerating process. Duren villagers and Sidorejo villagers 
have already prepare substituted seeds before cutting down the trees in buffered forest. 

Beji villagers feel that their welfare right now are the contributions from their 
former ancestor. This idea is almost similar with Taylor's perspective that today 
generation is “owed” from the late generation (Tjaya, 1995:117). Just action is not only 
valid for today generation or the next generation, however also valid for the ancestor 
and the nature. The scope of distributive justice practiced by Beji villagers is larger. All 
parties which have contributions need to get proportional compensation. The form of 
“debt payment” for the former ancestor can be actualized in pray and offering of half of 
the harvest for the ancestor. 

The vision of distributive justice developed by Beji villagers always consider the 
historical aspects. Sudiyo explained that human should aware about “Sing paring urip” 
(the live giver), “sopo sing ngurip-uripi” (who give birth), and “sopo sing nguripi” 
(what makes live). God is the live giver (sing paring urip). God is believed as the owner 
and the live giver. Therefore, all activities to manage, maintain, and utilize the nature 
are not only the responsibility toward the fellow human, but also toward The Owner and 
The Live Giver that is God. Parents are who give birth (sopo sing ngurip-uripi), or the 
grandmother and the ancestor who make the line of inheritance, or someone who has 
big contribution for live. Today generation has a moral duty to be devoted and to respect 
all parties which have contributed by giving pray, offering half of the harvest, to 
maintain and preserve their work, keep holding their messages (pesan wasiat). What 
makes live (sopo sing nguripi) is the earth, native country, and the place where human 
lived. The soil is the source of living and the place for depending for Beji villagers so 
that it should be maintained and nursed carefully. 

D.  Conclusion 

Beji village society understands distributive justice in broad meaning and gives a 
holistic consideration. Distributive justice is not a matter of distributing right to 
someone using mathematical logic, however it considers the ideal condition to create 
holistic happiness for all humans when they are living together in the society. The 
values that are to be needed, to be developed, to be desired, and to be upheld by the 
society need to be considered in distributive justice practice. Distributive justice should 
create conducive climate so that all potentials, aspects and parties can developed and 
multiply optimally. The strategic choice when there is a tension between one aspect to 
another is not ended with decisive answer by selecting “this or that” but need a wise 
consideration so that “both this and that” can be embraced in harmony. The result is that 
the balancing of all cosmology elements can be sustainably preserved. All parties who 
have contributions to the prosperity of the live should get proportional compensation. 
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